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GitHub is on the brink of growing from a platform for software projects, and into a mainstream
collaboration platform for other domains as well. An unexpected area where GitHub's collaborative
workflow holds the potential to bring groundbreaking changes is education and learning. In fact,
educators have already begun to use GitHub to support teaching and learning. In some cases using it
to replace certain aspects of the traditional learning management systems (e.g., Blackboard, Moodle),
while in other cases gaining new benefits and capabilities.
BEYOND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
GitHub is a popular Web-based social code sharing service that utilizes the Git distributed version
control system. The software development community has embraced GitHub as an essential platform
for managing their software projects. After just seven years, GitHub has 9 million registered users, and
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about 20 million unregistered visitors. Similarly, tools such as BitBucket and GitLab gain popularity in
hosting software projects. More importantly, GitHub is far more than a code repository, it is a social
meeting place, that supports communities of practice and fosters collaboration. People use it as a
virtual meeting place, that supports discussions, and allows everyone to maintain awareness.
However, GitHub is not just for software development. We believe it is similar to other tools that are
built for developers (e.g., Wiki, Stack Overflow), but end up being adopted by other knowledge
workers. Early adopters use GitHub to compose music, to share recipes, and even for legal
documents. For example, Stefan Wehrmeyer, a German software developer and activist has posted
the German federal government's laws and regulations to GitHub. Allowing anyone to track changes,
see who made the changes, and why. Thus, not only providing traceability of the changes, but with the
use of GitHub's diff functionality showing what exactly has been changed. Similarly, the US federal
code and the French civil code have been published to GitHub as well.
In addition to these marvelous uses, GitHub is used for educational purposes.
OUR STUDY
My fellow researchers and I studied How and Why educators use GitHub. As a first phase, we
searched for resources (such as blog posts and discussion groups) that described the personal
experiences of educators using GitHub to support learning or teaching.
Next, we interviewed 15 educators that have used GitHub, including one of the blog authors from the
previous phase. We were able to thoroughly investigate the usefulness and potential of GitHub in
education. We then proceeded to interview John Britton, a representative from GitHub, in order to gain
insights into GitHub's perspective.
And finally, we conducted a follow-up survey to get feedback on our interpretation of the interview
findings.
WHY EDUCATORS USE GITHUB
Traditional learning management systems (LMS) are a pain point for many educators (including
myself). The basic purpose of these systems is to allow educators to share course material with the
students, and to host student assignments. However, in reality, we end up using a combination of
LMSs, and external services, while somehow most of the communication happens over email.
On top of that, access to the course material or the assignments is limited to current students only.
Which doesn't include students who completed the course and want to reuse the material, other
educators, or industry people who may share their own experience. This is not a hypothetical situation,
I've seen this happen first hand, more than once (both as a student and as an educator).
GitHub may not solve all these problems, but our study reveals extraordinary benefits to educators
who used it.
REUSE AND SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE
By using GitHub, educators can share and collaborate on course material. When a fellow educator
wants to teach a similar course, all that she needs to do is fork the original course on GitHub. And if
she improves it, other educators are aware of the changes and can integrate them back to their
courses as well.
Furthermore, one of the interviewees shared the following unexpected situation:
Suddenly, the course grows beyond the classroom, allowing the exchange of ideas and knowledge
among students and external people (e.g., practitioners and experts from the industry).
TRANSPARENCY OF ACTIVITY
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Using GitHub as a submission platform also makes it easier for educators to monitor student progress,
activity, and participation. GitHub has numerous features that support transparency of student
activities, e.g., graphs and the news-feed that aggregates all the activity in one place.
ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION
By using GitHub educators were able to encourage participation. In one case, the instructor used
student logs as material for discussion in class. Another example was where students submitted an
issue followed by a Pull-Request, mechanisms that are usually used to discuss bugs or code changes,
in order to change a deadline.
INDUSTRY RELEVANCE
Educators also use GitHub to provide their students with industry relevant skills and tools.
Furthermore, GitHub can also be used as a portfolio showcasing the student's work. It is common for
employers to evaluate candidates based on their existing projects and activity on GitHub.
INCIDENTAL BENEFITS
There are incidental benefits as well. Educators mentioned the ease of use, where you don't have to
use complex university systems, instead you can use your existing tools and just "push the changes".
Additionally, GitHub provides free academic licenses, both at the "student level" and at the
"organization level".
HOW EDUCATORS USE GITHUB
With course material hosted on GitHub, students (or other educators) can discuss and suggest
corrections to the material with the use of Pull-Requests or issues. For example, in a course I taught,
students submitted corrections to the material by using pull requests. We didn't require them to do so,
and it was not part of the grade - they did it on their own. Some educators even give extra credit for
accepted pull requests. This is a game changer benefit of using a system like GitHub - it improves
quality and encourages collaboration, benefiting everyone.

Additionally, educators use GitHub as a submission platform. And there are two main ways to do it.
One is more similar to the traditional LMS, where you create a separate repository per student, and it's
private. The second way is having a single repository for the assignment, and the students will fork or
branch it. This way all of the students can see each others work, allowing them to collaborate and build
on the work of others.
NOT QUITE READY FOR PRIME-TIME, YET
Our study uncovered how educators use GitHub to support learning and teaching, while extending or
even replacing traditional LMSs. However, the implications of our findings go beyond GitHub itself. The
emergence of GitHub's workflow within education is transforming the traditional e-learning model and
will better support socio-collaborative learning environments of the future. I would also like to strongly
recommend reading GitHub for the rest of us by Jon Udell.
It should be mentioned that GitHub was not designed as an LMS, and even though it can be used as
such, there are several challenges involved. The main challenges are the lack of a shared knowledge
base of suggested and best practices, and the barriers to entry educators face (i.e., an understanding
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of Git is required).
PLANNING TO USE GITHUB? HERE'S WHAT YOU SHOULD DO
Privacy is not all or nothing. GitHub allows for various visibility levels, depending on how you set up
the repository. Make sure to explore these possibilities.
Use Markdown when possible. A plain text file format will enable you to take advantage of the diff
and line-commenting functionalities. And Markdown's markup language is very simple to learn, while
supporting stylized documents.
Share your experience, and learn how others use GitHub. We, as a community, need your help in
contributing to and shaping a shared knowledge base.
Learn Git's workflow. Understanding Git's workflow (commits, branches, conflicts) will give you a
better understanding how GitHub works and how it can be best used.
Be creative. There are additional ways to enhance the teaching and learning experience. For
instance, some educators use Travis CI for automated assignment grading.
Have you used or plan to use GitHub to support teaching or learning? What was the biggestchallenge
for you? What recommendations do you have for other educators? Please comment below.
P.S. I'd love to meet you on Twitter.
PUBLISHED RESEARCH
Additional details on this study can be found in our paper that was presented at the CSCW 2015
conference, with the slides available online as well. We are extremely grateful to all the interview and
survey participants.
I would also like to thank Margaret-Anne Storey, Leif Singer, and Maryi Arciniegas Méndez for
providing feedback on early versions of this post.
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